We are in solidarity with the UCSC Graduate Student Workers as they are on strike for a Cost of Living Adjustment!! Our TAs cannot perform their work in these conditions, they have been organizing and asking the UC to meet this demand and now it is time to rally and settle this!

"How can you show solidarity for your striking TAs?

- First, if you are turning in a paper or bluebook, write “I support the strikers” somewhere visible.

- Second, email your professor and let them know you support graduate student strikers and that you are willing to forgo a grade until the conclusion of the strike. Get them to fill out this petition! https://docs.google.com/…/1FAIpQLScnXcO8ztj-a51F87…/viewform

- Third, spread the word! Talk to your classmates and friends! We need everyone! Email your departments and admin!

- Four, turn out to actions and events. Come talk to us at McHenry library." (7-8 pm tonight!)

Follow @paymoreucsc on instagram for more information!!!

As undergrads we must be there to support our fellow community members, this is not about us or our grades but about the well being of these grad students who are extremely rent burdened. Our struggle is their struggle.